Power Peak™
GSH and GSHC Kits
Distributor Ground Mount Kits
**Power Peak™**

**GSH and GSHC Kits**

Commercial and Residential Ground Mount Kits

---

### Increased Customer Retention
- Pre-engineered design = fast permitting
- Job site delivery by your trucks; no LTL hassles
- Minimal ground prep
- Preassembly speeds install
- Drive I-beams or set in concrete
- One day set up = reduced labor

### Greater Inventory Turns
- Blanket PE stamps
- Only 7 SKUs for all configurations
- Configurable from 12 to 60 tables
- Local inventory = quicker delivery = more return customers
- Pre-engineered design

---

### Easy To Use
- Competitive pricing
- Quick configuration matrix
- Flexible design allows for immediate quoting
- Pre-engineered design-PE Stamped

#### Quick Configuration Matrix
Contact Customer Service for a copy.

---

**Power Peak GSH**

- Ideal for pile driven foundations.

**Power Peak GSHC**

- Ideal for concrete foundations.
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